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I was running on Windows 7 ultimate for about 10 years with little or no problems at all.
I have three separate drives. C,D,F
about 75-80% of my GTL is in drive D
about 4 years ago a got a new video card and when it came to setting the game I could not get the game to work directly
from the D drive. So I downloaded the game in my C drive and left what I had in my D drive.
As it turns out, my GTL and lowguard started the game in C but when playing, it was reading off both C and D with no
troubles at all.
This week my C drive blew up and when it came to getting a new drive, my tech man pretty much said that win 7 ultimate
will be no more in 2 yrs and that he doesn't carry it anymore. ( lost the windows 7 auth. sticker that was stuck to the
puter) so I was force to take the win 10 home. 
As it stands right now, I can play GTL in single mode but not multiplayer from my drive D (I have GTL on disc and when
trying to join in multiplayer, it ask for a licence number in which I no longer have)

So I ask, is there a way that I can transfer GTL in drive D in which it was under Win 7 to drive C which is now under Win
10? If so how can it be done?
Is it worth doing it that way or should I just get the streaming version of GTL, the autoupdater and lowguard  and
download all in drive C? 
In this process, will I lose any or all of my data (progress in the game) from the game?

Its looking more like a whole new fresh download of GTL in drive C but was wondering if I can shorted that progress if
possible.

Thank you
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Hiho,

you got a pm

best regards
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